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IF VOU DON'T WANT TO EXPERIENCE A CLOSE

ENCOUNTER WITH A BEAR WHILE VOU ARE WALK-

ING THROUGH THE NATIONAL PARK, WHERE IT IS A

PROTECTED SPECIES, BE SURE TO SPEAK LOUD SO

THAT IT CAN HEARYOU FROM AFAR; HOWEVER, IF

VOU DO COME ACROSS IT, VOU SHOULD BY NO

MEANS TRY TO RUN AWAY BUT SLOWLY WALK IN

THE OPPOSITE DIRECTION

Written by Ðuro Huber
Photos Ðuro Huber, Janez Papež

T he life of a bear starts in the clark of the den. In the

first two weeks of January, when the whether is

most unfavourable, the mother bear gives birth to

up to four cubs, mostly two or three. The newbom is

blind, al1post hairless and weighs about 300 grammes.

Although the den is well sheltered the rub would soon

freeze were it not for the mother's warm body; he lies

snuggled up to it and enveloped in her thick hair. The first

thing he has to do is find one of six teats of her lactic

glands and suck one of the best quality rnilks the nature

has ever provided. This milk contains 24% fat and 12 %

protein, a verita1Jle energy booster and sustenance source
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miliar sights, objects, smells, sounds and tastes. It all

has to be explored immediately and without delay.

Every leaf or twig will attract the cub's attention; it will

strike it with the paw, sniff it and chew it. If it comes

across the remains of snow, it will slide down the stope

on its stomach or back, pushing snowballs with the

muzzle or striking them with a paw. It will climb the

trees and play with his brothers tirelessly. when he

gets tired and hungry he will make the mofher lie on

her back, climb on top of her,. suck same of that fabu-

lous milk and then crash out. This is a happy-go-lucky

time but also a time of accelerated learning. There are

also same risks and efforts to make. Mother must start

eating after having starved since previous autumn. She

has to move on white looking for toDd, which is not

easy and is rather slow with the cubs behind her. They

are on the lookout for whatever can be used to play

with, so very often they do not keep the desired direc-

tion. White walking down the slopes or crossing the

brooks and rivers they may fall or drown. However,

the worst danger for the cubs is the mature males. If

such a male comes across a female with her young, and

he did not father them, he will try to kill them. If he

does, the female will mate again that same season and

for fast growth. And indeed the rub grows fast; every ten

days his weight doubles. The mother licks the baby bear

to keep it dean and at the same time gives it a gentle mas-

sage with her tongue. The eyes open but first views are

blurred, especially as the den is clark. The hair gets longer,

softer and thicker so the rub does not exdusively depend

on his mother's warmth. It tries to move around the con-

fined space of the den but staggers and falls. He dimbs the

mother's body with the help of sharp daws and shoves

with his brothers looking for the teat that is most a~un-

dant with milk. Itfirst makes soft sounds and gradually

makes all klnds of whining sounds that tum into mum-

bling. while nursing it producesa distinctive humming

sound in time with the fast sucking tempo.

while winter passes, the rub grows and starting April he

has four kilograms and looks like a clark brown furry ball.

It is not shaky on its feet any more and continually

explores and pushes the limits of its abilities. This is most

evident in the rivalry with other babies where the goal is

to knock down the opponent and be on top of him.

A CHILDHOOD WITH MOTHER

An entire new world opens the day the mother takes

her cubs out of the den. There is an abundance of unfa-
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At the area
of Plitvice.
the female
bears have a
habitat of
about 1 00-
150 square
kilometres
and the male
over 200
square kilo-
metres.
Theseterrito-
ries do not
belong to
individuals;
they share it
with 5-10
other bears

thus he gets an opportunity to be a father. Of course,

the mother will ~o her best to protect her offspring.

Spring brings the first fresh plant food. When the first

Cuckoopints (Aurum macul~tum) and other herbaceous

plants appear on sunny meadows of the hills around

Plitvice, bears find and enjoy them in largequantities.

They dig out the cuckoopints together with roots and

only bite off the green part of other plants. First the

mother does it and then the cubs as well. By the end of

April they have their milk teeth, their digestive system
is fully functioning so the first solid food is really wel-

come. Mother shows them what and how to eat and

where to find the food. The games with all the objects

around have taught them a lat, so that now when they

tum the stone over or crush a rotring log they canfind

a tasty morsel rich in protein, like insect eggs or grubs

of same other full-grown invertebrate. This is ho~ a

bear sarisfies his need for protein although plants rep-

resent 90% of his food.
As summer approaches Plitvice abounds with various

fruits; strawberries, raspberries, blueberries, comelian

cherries and wild fmit. There is loads of food all around

and the rob remembers what he had eaten and where he

had found it. However, he still feeds on the mother's
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milk for most of his first year. He has twenty kilos in the

autumn and needs to put on even more fat to prepare
him for the coming winter. Following his mother, he
finds spots with plenty of food, the most important of
which is the fruit of the beech tree rich in fats that he

transforms into a speciaI brown tissue. Since October,
while feeding intensively the bear family look for a suit-

able den. It is never the one they spent the previous
winter in. The mother teaches her cubs what can serve
the purpose of a den space; a crevice between rocks or a
hollow under a vertical rock or a space among the roots
of a big tree. Naturally, such a space needs further
adjustment. The bears first rog a narrow tunnel which

willlead into the den. Sometimes what is needed is just
a httle digging to make a deeper or wider hollow while
sometimes several cubic metres have to be dug out.

Then they have to find and bring material to make the
bed. It can be leaves or dried grass but best are fiT twigs.
Cubs happily chmb a small fiT tree and break the thin
branches. When the time t6 den in comes the cubs

protest a little while. It is not easy to stop playing and
having fun. However, on a certain day in November or
December, depending on the amount of the first snow,
the whole family settles down calmly in their den. This
is the second winter that the cubs spend in the den with

their mother and this is where they will be on their first
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they still have a huge appetite so they eat what they

can. They go where there is a lot

or cultivated fields with crops. This is

for a conf1ict with the humans. Although their
taught them to stay away from men, at this stage --
their life young bears can easily forget it and find
themselves in a lot of trouble.

SEXLlFE

Depending on her weight a young female bear could

mate for the first time in her third spring at the age of

two and a half. Usually, however, it happens at the age

three and a half and she has her first cubs when she is

birthday. They do not remember the first winter and the

den where they were born, but this one will be an

important lesson just like everything their mother had

taught them in their first twelve months. The den now

feels quite crammed with the growing cubs. They sleep

curled on top of each other and so keep warm. The sec-

and spring finds them ready and eager for more adven-

rore. Yet, they will still follow their mother and feed on

her milk whenever she lets them. However, the milk

only partly satisfies their needs as they have a huge

appetite. They gr?w faster than last year. "

In June, when they are a year and a halE aid, their life

abruptly changes. The new mating season is here and

the mother is ready to breed once more. She is looking

for a mate and drives the cubs away. They are confused;

on one hand they like the complete freedom and on the

other they prefer the security of her presence. The mat-

ing season lasts about three weeks and the mother will
mate with several males if she has an opportunity.

When it is over she will not drive the cubs away

although they are not so dose any more. They follow

their mother but at times wander off quitefar from her.

When again the time to den up comes they part for

good. Mother goes to her den alone where she will give

birth to another bear generation. The cubs make their

own dens or sometimes share it for another winter.

~

he is at least three and a halE but most commonly when

he is four and a halE. Yet he is not likely to impregnate

a female as there are older and stronger males who

dominate the area.

The female in heat sends off scent messages that attract

the males from far away. Several of them gather around

a female and very often fight for a right to mate. In addi-

tion to terrifying growls, the bears strike with paws or

bite the head (ears) and neck. The weaker paTty usually

gives in on time, before serious injuries occur. The win-

nef mates with the female several times during a few

days and then leaves looking for another. This gives the

weaker or some other bear a chance to mate after all.

This way the cubs do not necessarily have the same

father, which can be quite an advantage. On one hand

nature encourages diversity as a means of selection.

More importantly, the offspring of different fathers

confuses potential rub killers and the danger of meeting

a male who is not a father diminishes.

HABITAT

At the area of Plitvice, the female bears have a habitat of

about 100-150 square kilometres and the male over 200

square kilometres. These territories do not belong to indi-

viduals; they share it with 5-10 other bears. The bears of

the same sex avoid each other within their area but they

never actively defendit, like for example the wolves do.

INDEPENDENT MATURING

In his third spring the young bear has to choose and

fight for his territory. If it is a female she might stay in

her mother's territory or at least in a part of it. If it is

a male he has to negotiate large distances look1ng for a

space where there are no other adult bears. All large

males chase him off and this can bring him to the very

borders of the bears' habitat, often close to human set-

tlements. They continue growing fast and now weigh

over 50 kilos. A female bear is fully grown at the age

of 4 or 5 with 100 to 120 kilos. A young male grows

even faster but reaches maturity at the age of 6 or 7

and then weighs from 150 to 200 kilos.

While growing up finding food is their main concern.

Now they have no mother to show them the way but
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~

They leave their marks in different ways. They usually do

it by clawing on the tree bark or by breaking the top of a

smaller Br tree or a spruce. They also rub against conifer-

ous trees and leave their hair and scent. The area that the

bears use one year WiIl partly be used another year as

well, but they will enter some neighbouring areas while

at the same time discarding parts of the aIready used ter-

ritory. The habitats are usually so large and located in

such away that they reach beyond the boundaries of the

National Park. This means that not a single bear is safe

from hunting. Although the habitats are large when com-

pared to the ones in Scandinavia or Canada, they are in

fact exceptionally small. There, even female bears com-

mand the expanses of over 1000 square kilometres. In

other words, it can be said that the habitat of the Plitvice

bear is top quality as they can satisfy their needs in ten

times smaller territory than for instance in Sweden.

50 they will surely meet people, in the

outside it. An encounter with the man

for the bear.

railway - -' -

season. The Plitvice National Park is surrounded

hunting grounds and there are at least 7 -
not more than 1000 m from the borders

in

er transferred to hiro and wil! often be

cause panic among people when entering the

a bear that starts behaving in this manner

long. IIRubbish is a bear killer!" is a saying

true everywhere in the world.

RELATIONSHIP WITH MAN

If the mother bear was worth her salt, she had taught her

offspring to avoid people at any cost. Of course, she could


